FENG SHUI AND GEOPATHOLOGY PART 1

DOWSING

THE ART OF EARTH DIVINATION

FOR MANY
CENTURIES PEOPLE
HAVE BEEN TRYING TO
IDENTIFY AND LOCATE
THE ‘QI’ ON EARTH

In every ancient culture and civilizations, humans have always tried to
understand their earth better. The life energy force running on the earth as we
call it ‘Qi’ in Feng Shui, have been identified with many names and many
different methods. As we in the east developed Feng Shui, western people also
developed an ancient way to understand the earth’s energy, which is called
‘dowsing’. In this article, we will take a glance at this method to locate the
earth’s Qi, its development as tools to locate sickness energy on earth, and learn
a thing or two from this ancient practice

WHAT IS DOWSING?

Dowsing is an art of detecting or
divining the earth energy using various
tools, from natural ones such as tree
branches to manmade ones like metal
rods. A well trained dowser could detect
anything underneath the earth surface;
from water, ores, precious metals, to
strong energy, depending on the
‘program’ used. Dowsing is one of the
most ancient form of earth divination that
existed for many centuries, as can be
seen from the pyramids wall murals
depicting ancient Egyptians using rods
dated around 4000BC. One of the most

well known ancient dowsing was
depicted in the Christian bible, where
Moses used the wooden stick to find
water underneath bed of rocks in the
desert. Dowsing is also documented
during the reign of Emperor Yu the Great
大禹 (circa 2205-2197BC) who
proclaimed that “no dwelling shall be built
until the earth diviners have confirmed the
intended building site to be free of earth
demons”. He was pictured holding a steel
fork, which was an ancient dowsing tool
for ‘water witching’/ looking for water. He
was well known for controlling the great
flood and building dams during his time.
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Moses dowsed for water

Emperor Yu and his dowsing
tool, on an inscription
found on a Bas Relief in
Shantung Province, China

During the Middle Ages, dowsing
gained more popularity despite the

churches and for other healing
purposes. Many of the riches employed

church’ strong resistance and

well known dowsers to look for

condemnation of it as witchcraft. Many
christian priests practiced dowsing

precious ores, while in World War 1 and
2 many dowsers were employed to find

secretly to help find water in poor rural
villages. They also used dowsing to

hiding caves as well as hidden tanks
and artilleries. There were even

detect energies in many ancient

dowsing competitions!

DOWSING TOOLS

Bobbers

Tensors
Dowsing for ores

Professional dowser

Dowsing competition

Pendulums

However, one of the most significant
breakthrough of dowsing was the work on
Baron von Pohl, who dowsed an entire
village with high mortality rate of cancer in
Germany, 1920. He mapped out the
streams of negative earth energy (Sha Qi),
determined the crossings of the lines and
pinpoint the exact houses of all 54 people
Von Pohl’s map of earth energy

who died from cancer. He summarized
that cancer is a ‘disease of location’ and

his research was scientifically recognized by medical authorities in Europe.

There are many different
tools of dowsing from
pendulums, tensors to
bobbers that has
different usage and
sensitivity level

Von Pohl’s dowsing research prompted similar works to follow from various other dowsers, thus made the objective
of dowsing is primarily to detect negative earth energies that cause sickness to the occupants. Researches on these were
well documented starting from 1950’s throughout Europe and became the fundamentals of geopathology: studies that
examines sickness due to geographical locations and presence of earth’s negative energies

DOWSING AND FENG SHUI: IS THERE ANY CONNECTION ?

In my opinion, Feng Shui is just another form of earth divination. The objectives of both dowsing and Feng Shui are
the same: to map out the earth’s energy therefore presence of negative streams can be avoided or neutralized. If any
practitioners would have chance to learn the art of dowsing, it would definitely compliment Feng Shui formulas. It will
increase one’s sensitivity to earth energy and acts as a reminder that as Feng Shui practitioners, we should not only focus
on the formulas, but to listen and observe the landform more, for the signs that mother nature is trying to tell us about any
given place. It would also be good to see Feng Shui with more focus on improving one’s health, as opposed to merely
increase wealth luck. As the saying goes, health is definitely one’s most precious wealth.
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